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ABSTRACT 

The morphological features of so named “winding layer” in the secondary cell wall of normal and abnormal thin 
hairs for cotton varieties G. hisutum L., G. barbadense, G. herbaseum L. were studied. Last one is known as defective “thin 
filament”. The nature and features of normal and thin hairs swelled in cuproammonium solution (Schweitzer’s reagent) is 
described. The comparative analysis of “winding layer” of two kinds of cotton hairs is performed and it is shown that 
linear density helixes of winding layer along hair 3-5 times as much than for normal cotton hairs. It is shown that against of 
normal hairs in thin hairs the cellulose micro fibrils are oriented not under 8-30º (as usual take place for normal cotton 
hairs) along growth axis. Based on the features of coiled layer of thin cotton hairs the example of pathological defective 
thin filament is discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION                      

The structure of the cotton fiber is similar to most 
plant fibers. It is well known (Usmanov and Nikonovich  
1962; Brändström et al., 2003)  that each fiber of  a 
mature  cotton hair consist of a cuticle, primary cell wall, 
winding layer (also referred to as the S1 layer), secondary 
cell wall (S2 layer), tertiary cell wall (S3 layer)  and 
internal canal. The cuticle is the outer waxy layer 
consisting of pectins and pertinacious materials. The 
primary wall is the original thin cell wall and has felt-
like reticular structure and consists of two crossed 
cellulose crystalline fibrils (Roelofson, 1959). The 
winding layer (0.5-1.0 mkm) is the first layer of secondary 
thickening.  It differs in structure from either the primary 
wall or the remainder of the secondary wall. Detailed 
review of winding layer has been presented by Brändström 
et al., (2003) of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.). 
According to Brändström et al., (2003) S1 layer is an open 
netting type pattern of fibrils that is aligned at 40 - 70° to 
the fiber axis (Peterin, 1970). The winding layer thinner 
that other cell wall layers therefore S1 ultrastructure has 
not been investigated in as much detail as the thick middle 
layer of the secondary wall (S2) which represents about 
80% of the total cell wall thickness (Fengel and Stoll, 
1973) Kerr and Bailey (1934) and later Bailey and Vestal 
(1937) concluded that cellulose microfibrils in the S1 layer 
are oriented at nearly right angles to the tracheid axis. 
Later, several authors claimed that the S1 layer is 
composed of two striations of cellulose microfibrils with 
alternate helical orientations involving both left-handed S- 
and right-handed Z-helices (Crosby et al., 1972; Tang, 
1973). The crossed fibrillar structure of S1 has been 
represented in several cell wall models (Niklas, 1992; 
Dinwoodie, 2000) too. 

After the fiber has attained its maximum size 
during the growth period, a new layer of cellulose is added 
to the secondary cell wall. The secondary wall consists of 
concentric layers of cellulose which constitute the main 
portion of the cotton fiber (S2 layer). Then the 
layer of more fine but densely packed cellulose 

microfibrils with diameter 100-150Å deposits what are 
grouped as bundles of microfibrils with diameter about 
0.1-0.2 mkm. These bundles are packed up along spiral 
with slope relative to growth axis 25-30º. The secondary 
cell wall is completed  so named  tertiary (Usmanov and 
Nikonovich,  1962) cell wall which  has  spiral orientation  
of cellulose microfibrils as well, and  packed under  right 
angle  relative to  growth axis. This layer looks like the 
structure of the winding layer. Here it is important to note 
the functional meaning the cellulose microfibrils packing 
in winding layer.  We suppose that function of winding 
layer according to Vlasova idea (1974) is preserving a 
constant given diameter of a cotton hair during its 
elongating. Indeed typical shape of a cotton hair is right 
cylinder with difference length (from 1 mm up to 50-60 
mm ) but  constant  microscopical diameter about 14-24 
mkm along whole hair length  except its  cone like apex.  
On the other hand, winding layer of cotton cell is most 
distinctly expressed in so named “thin filament” of cotton 
hairs. Krakhmalev and Paiziev (2006b,c)  noted  that  at 
pair protrusion of epidermal cells on a ovule surface  one 
of them  ordinary is normal but the second is thin filament 
or linter. According to present classification of cotton fiber 
defects thin filament is one of its native defects in cotton 
boll (Kassem F. El-Sahhar, 1982; Krakhmalev and 
Paiziev, 2004). These authors have shown that there 
are some types of native morphological defects of separate 
hairs in green cotton boll. Farr (1937) noted that at an 
early growth stage the full number of defects is 
insignificant. However, in a mature cotton boll it increases 
sharply, when the density of fibrous mass increases. It is 
assumed, that the disturbances in a native hair are 
connected, apparently, with their increased density in an 
ovary nest. In another rather detailed work (El-Sahhar et 
al., 1982) the structural disturbance of the 13 Egyptian 
cotton hairs is investigated. The native defects “think 
filament” with sharply expressed winding layer of five 
cotton varieties (108-F, Tashkent-1, Kizil-Ravat, 
Ashkhabad-25, C-6037) were studied by Krakhmalev and 
Paiziev (2004).  
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But up to now it is not clear the nature one type of native 
defects of cotton hairs- thin filaments. What is mechanism 
origin thin filament, its mechanical properties and cell wall 
morphological pattern? Why thickness of thin filament is 
3-5 times smaller comparing to one in ordinary cotton 
fiber? What is the reason of preventing expansion of 
cotton cell–hair in transversal direction?  Why cotton hair 
of difference variety have constant diameter except its 
apical area?  To answer this questions we investigated  the 
morphology  so named “thin filaments” which have up to 
3-5 times smaller diameter than  a standard  normal  cotton 
hair. There is still considerable controversy and 
disagreement and it is important to have increased 
knowledge of the S1 layer.  

The objective of this study was to investigate and 
discuss the structural organization of the S1 layer of cotton 
normal and thin filament. Several methods as replica-
reprint method and chemical treatment by Schweitzer’s 
reagent were used in order to obtain complementary 
results.  
  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The cotton genotypes studied were: Gossypium 
hirsutum L. cvs. Tashkent-1, C-4727, and 108-F, plus the 
coarse-fibered G. herbaceum L. cv. Turfan Guza. Opened 
flowers were labeled every day at the same time (in the 
morning approximately 10-11a.m. local time). In all cases, 
the tagged fruiting elements [bolls] containing the ovules 
were cut with a significant length of fruiting branch to 
prevent drying of native cotton hair-cells. To exclude the 
hair damages during their preparation, the living hairs on 
the surface of just opened boll - on the surface of so-called 
lobule - were investigated. However, the hairs begin to dry 
up and to displace during the observation under optical 
microscope. On the other hand, it is impossible to study 
during long time a living cotton lobule with optical 
microscope under a powerful light flux in the open air 
because of the drying the surface during observation. So 
we used the electron-microscopic technique intended for 
obtaining the print (replica) of a cotton lobule surface 
(Schummel, 1969; Krakhmalev and Kleyn, 1972). We 
made 10-15% aqueous solutions of gelatin. On the clean 
object plate deposited a layer of a gelatin solution 
thickness in 2.0-2.5 mm and is dried. Before immediately 
printing of cotton sample the subject glasses with dried 
gelatin layer has been moistened by distilled water during 
5-7 seconds. In 5-10 minutes (it depends on temperature of 
air and its humidity) the gelatin layer becomes matte. 
After cotton sample (ovary seed, cotton hair-cell, cotton 
lobule) is located on gelatin layer and slightly pressed. In 
some minutes the cotton sample may be detached from a 
surface of gelatin. Clear replica of the great number of 
hairs, forming cotton lobe, remained on a slide, in the 
layer of softened gelatin. To obtain a replica of a lobe we 
slightly softened the gelatin above the pairs of boiling 
water and immediately pressed the lobe from just opened 
cotton balls against a slide without force application. 5-10 
seconds later the lobe was separated from the gelatin 
surface. The prints of fibres lay in one plane that is very 
convenient for microscope focusing. Perfect microphotos 

of hair surfaces and pictures of their super dense packing 
were made from a replica. The reprint method is especially 
convenient for research of a native structure of young 
developing cotton hairs when they are extremely gentle.  
Ovule surfaces and emerging fibers were studied with a 
universal optical microscope Neophot-2 (Karl Zeiss, Jena). 
Photomicrographs of the growing tips of individual fibers, 
the structures of the ovule surfaces and immature lobule of 
cotton boll, and the movement of cytoplasm and 
organelles inside cotton cells were made on a ultra-
sensitive film [9 х 12 cm] at the highest possible 
magnification. 

In some instances, investigation in vivo of the 
cotton fiber and ovule structures using replicas on gelatin 
was preferable because more information could be 
obtained concerning cell wall structure and even the 
underlying plasmalemma surface in fibers that were still 
elongating. Where a fiber touches the softened gelatin 
layer, light plasmolysis occurs within the fiber due to 
osmotic forces arising from the softened gelatin layer. As 
a result of partial water loss from the fiber cytoplasm to 
the gelatin surface, the cell wall and plasmalemma located 
inside are strongly (together with very thin 1-2 monolayer 
primary cell wall) appressed to the softened layer of 
amorphous gelatin , leaving a clear imprint of fine 
structure on the gelatin surface. At early growth stage (2-5 
DPA) there is not waxy cuticle and primary cell wall 
thickness is 400-500A. Therefore we can have 
plasmalemma replicas on the gelatin. With fiber replicas 
we could obtain not only optical, but also electron 
microscopic, images using raster and transmission 
electronic microscopes. In the latter case, a thin carbon 
layer, deposited under vacuum on the imprints, could 
easily be separated from the gelatin in warm water before 
being shaded with tungsten oxide from the contact side, 
placed on copper netting, and observed with the electronic 
microscope. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The thin filaments  with sufficiently decreased  
cell diameter most often grow on the  chalazal  part of 
cotton seeds where  there are  especially  many stomas on 
seed surface- up to 300-400 pieces per mm2 (Krakhmalev, 
2000). Such hairs are easy-revealed during examination of 
alive cotton lobule surface which was detached from 
cotton boll immediately before its opening (Figure-1a). 
Often we can see that thin filaments are packed in cotton 
lobule not separately as single hairs but are grouped of the 
2-4 hairs. It is shown (Kassem F. El-Sahhar, 1982) that 
number of thin filaments in cotton raw material may 
reach up to 15% of 1000 observed under microscope. The 
diameter of such kind of hairs is 3-5 times less than 
diameter of normal cotton hairs (Figure-1a). 
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Figure-1. The features of a morphological pattern of cotton thin filaments treated by Schweitzer’s reagent: 
 

a. Surface of alive cotton lobule of cotton variety Tashkent-1 G.hirsutum. At surface  two thin filaments are 
revealed; 

b. Thin filament of  cotton variety C- 6524 G.barbadense L together with swollen  normal cotton hair the width of 
which is  10  time greater then  for  thin filament; 

c. The thin filament of cotton variety C-6524; over winded area of hair in  Schweitzer’s reagent; 
d. Helical rings of a winding layer of cotton variety turfan guza  G.herbaseum which are revealed  during swelling in 

Schweitzer’s reagent. A part of hair  between spherical swellings; 
e. Same  picture what in  Figure1d but for cotton variety Tashkent-1; 
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f. Arrangement of spiral helixes of the winding layer of the thin filament of cotton variety C-6524 after treatment 
by Schweitzer’s reagent. The area of cotton hair  near spherical swelling; 

g. Arrangement of cellulose microfibrils in the cell wall of the thin filament  of cotton variety C-6524 С- 6524 G 
.barbadense L.; 

h. Arrangement of cellulose microfibrils in the cell wall of the thin filament  of cotton variety Tashkent- 1 G 
.hirsutum; and 

i. Pathology of morphological pattern of thin filament  of cotton variety Tashkent-1. 
 

The behavior of thin filament is unusual under 
acting the Schweitzer’s reagent (Figure-1b). The normal 
cotton hairs treated by cuproamonium solution begin 
swelling fast and form the granose swellings along whole 
hair but most of the thin filaments in similar conditions do 
not change its diameter (Figure-1b). In this case, diameter 
of normal cotton hair and thin filament is related as 1:8 or 
1:10. Difference response to cuproamonium solution of 
normal cotton hairs and thin filament may be explained by 
two reasons. The first reason is connected 
with different chemical compound of thin filament. 
Actually, during treatment by cuproamonium solution in 
first begin to solve cellulose mass of primary 
and secondary cell wall but S2 and S3 layers show high 
resistance than secondary cell wall. The second 
reason may be connected with difference pattern of thin 
filaments in comparison to normal cotton hairs what do 
not permit these thin filaments to swell in cuproamonium 
solution with the same rate as in normal hairs. 

To examine above mentioned assumption we can 
use the technique which is used in microscopy of a 
native fiber (Krakhmalev and Paiziev, 2006a). This 
technique is based on pressing the swelled under cover 
glass of cotton cells. This procedure leads to its flattening 
and revealing additional information about cotton cell 
wall.  On the normal cotton hairs the system of spiral coils 
of the coiled layer are revealed between separate ball-
shaped swellings (Figures 1d-1e). The thin filaments 
underwent the same pressing do not 
display sufficient swelling except of the areas where were 
locally destroyed the winding layer (Figure-1f). 
Furthermore, under the influence of considerable     
reactive forces which are arising in cell wall during 
swelling the thin filaments are forming various twisted 
areas (Figure-1c).  Formation of these kinds of twisted 
areas in Schweitzer’s reagent is the typical phenomena for 
thin filaments. 

Treatment of cotton hairs by Schweitzer’s 
reagent    lets us make sure every time for existence of 
such unique thin winding layer of the secondary cell wall.  
The coils of winding layer remain in cotton hairs after full 
cellulose dissolution. From showed pictures of the 
swelling cotton hairs we can determine the linear density 
of winding layer helixes in cell wall of difference cotton 
hairs. The linear density of  the coils at winding layer, 
features its  location in cell wall  influence to mechanical, 
optical and chemical  properties  this  thin filaments. 

Our observations had shown that thin filaments in 
reflected light   looks more brightly in comparison with 
normal hairs of the same seed. Especially, it is visible 
when thin filaments are treated by a copper complex of 
cupramonium hydroxide and cupriethylene diamide 

(Schweitzer’s reagent). There are some morphological 
distinctions between thin filament and ordinary fibers both 
in respect of helix packing in wending layer and its linear 
density along hair (Figure-1f). From the Figure 1d-1e we 
can see that in thin filament the linear density of helix is 3-
5 times greater than in ordinary hairs of the 
difference cotton varieties. In this situation this helix are 
very close   placed with each other transversally to growth 
axis. Crosby et al., (1972) and Tang (1973) show that 
maximum birefringence occurs between 70 to 90° to the 
tracheid axis indicating that the majority of microfibrils 
are cross oriented. 

At significant pressure on swollen cotton hairs, it 
is possible to flatten out them. Under the influence of the 
Schweitzer’s reagent cotton hairs begin to swell (Figures 
1g-1h), thus almost parallel alignment of cellulose 
microfibrils along growth axis is revealed.  Here we have 
to note that diameter of thin cotton filaments is very 
close to the size of epidermal cells from which they are 
differentiated.  Rigidity of helixes of the winding layer in 
cotton hairs promotes preservation of a constant external 
diameter of a elongating cell. Obviously, there is internal 
constraint between intracellular pressure (turgor) and in 
diameter of spirals of the winding layer in cotton hairs.  
According to Sabinin (1963) and Heyn (1924) turgor 
pressure in cells of sunflower hypocotyls at growth phase 
in average 4,7 atm. To stand against such significant 
pressure needs accordingly organized a morphological 
structure of the winding layer. For instance, in Fig.1i we 
can see micrograph of separate cotton fiber variety 
Tashkent-1 which very reminds a bamboo. It is superficial 
resemblance only because in case of cotton we have 
common central cannel filled up cytoplasm liquid. On the 
cell wall ring-shaped clustered aggregates of winding layer 
are observed. Such picture of cotton cell wall may be 
explained on the basis of a model of periodic elongation of 
cotton hair (Krakhmalev and Paiziev, 2006).  According 
to this model a separate alive cotton hairs grows 
periodically, namely every 2-4.5 minutes. Elongation of 
cotton hair apex is stopped but not expansion of its apex. 
This apex of cotton cell enlarges up to a given natural size. 
From apex of cotton cell this helixes of cell wall falls 
away into and accumulates near the ground this 
hemisphere and simultaneously forms strong transversal 
bounds anastamoses. And this way the periodical 
elongation process repeats again. On vertex of 
hemisphere the rudiment of plastic protrusion appears 
again etc. Cell-hair elongates before next stop. This 
process repeats many times up to full maturing of cotton 
hair. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
It is shown, that the winding layer of cotton hairs 

arises not accidentally and it bears the important function: 
it constrain any spontaneous self broadening of plant cell 
diameter and allows to take optimal diameter of cell to 
provide balance with turgor pressure. But it is not clear 
what is the reason of originating thin filament namely 
from given epidermal cell.   
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